GIS Windows and Doors - composite
door range & accessories
The UK’s best composite doors
Born in 2004, Solidor has firmly established itself as the nation’s favourite manufacturer and
supplier of composite doors. Fitted and installed via a nationwide network of approved installers,
the extensive Solidor range of composite doors are widely admired for their stunning design, and
unparalleled security. No other composite door even comes close to competing with Solidor in
terms of sophistication and performance.





20 colours inside & out
Unique 48mm solid core
Exclusive door furniture
The most secure locking system






Chamfered or sculptured frames
PAS24: 2016 Certified
Ultion Cylinder fitted as Standard
Exceeds Building Regulations for Thermal efficiency

Security - Secure as Standard

Solid timber core

A wide range of accessories

Choose from 11,000+ Colour
Options

GIS Windows and Doors - composite
door range & accessories
Styles
All of our stunning composite door designs can be specially styled into a handsome set of French doors or extremely
practical stable door. There’s also the option to include matching side panels with your chosen Solidor allowing you
to create the perfect front door or back door for your home.

Composite French Doors
All of our door designs are available as double or French
Doors, in all 20 colours. If you are a style savvy homeowner
then forget typical PVCu French Doors, as a Solidor option
can look quite exquisite.

Composite Stable Doors
These are as stunning as they are practical. All of our
standard and many of our Italia Collection door styles can
be integrated into a stable door and you can even benefit
from different colours inside and out.

Side Panels
We can also offer matching side panels from our full range
of doors in full height and half height options. Choose a
different colour door frame to the door for added impact
when you have a large door area.

The Alnwick Range – our art deco
style composite doors
The Alnwick omits the top panel and has a large amount of glass fitted within the frame, a nod to
the Art Deco period. It makes for a great alternative to traditional half glazed panel designs and is
perfect for those wanting an entranceway that allows maximum natural light into the home. The
huge expanse of glass is the door’s main centrepiece.

Named after the Northumberland market town, the Alnwick design is influenced by the Art Deco
movement which flourished in Europe, particularly in Paris, during the early part of the 20th
Century.

Our Berkeley Range doors have been
inspired by the Georgian period
The Berkeley contains two immaculately styled glazed units to help entice the natural light of the
sun into your hallway. Because the design is largely solid, it will hugely appeal to those who crave
enhanced privacy. You can even have it as a full solid door if you’re keen to completely obscure the
inside of your entranceway from the outside world.

A true classic in every sense of the word, the Berkeley is another brand new addition to the family
of doors and takes its inspiration from the Georgian period.

The Edinburgh door is characterised
by its two elongated units
The Edinburgh is a wonderful alternative to the classic Victorian four panel door style, thanks to its
two elongated glazed units. The decorative and delicate glass panels will entice the light of the sun
indoors and give you a door that becomes the talk of the neighbourhood. It can also be adapted
into a fully solid door if privacy is your main concern.

The range of doors are fast becoming the favourite for homeowners north of the border, so we’re
pleased to add the Edinburgh into our collection, an elegantly decorative design.

The London composite door shares
similarities to Edwardian doors
The London Door is aptly named with a styling similar to many doors found in the capital during
the Edwardian era. Its timeless beauty can be put down to its most distinguishing feature; that
arched glazed panel. Offering a quintessentially British look, traditionalists may favour matching an
elegant black finish with Dorchester glass, or be daring and choose a contemporary colour like
Peacock Blue.

We’re immensely proud to be a British manufacturer so we have created a brand new composite
door design strongly influenced by the Edwardian period, a golden age for Great Britain.

The Conway is a highly versatile
composite door solution

This door can be designed as a completely solid door, or with just the top fanlight glazed or even
with a fully glazed design to take account of the vast array of glass options. The square or quad
glass options can be manufactured in grey, black and red colours for added elegance. Our advice is
to also choose a bold doorknocker for this design!

The Conway is a sympathetically styled door equally at home gracing a traditional terraced
property or semi-detached suburban home.

The Beeston makes for a fantastic
composite stable door
Given the size of the glazed area, it's possible to create something particularly individual when
combined with one of the major colours, or you can even specify an integral blind. Like all the
doors in the range, there's the option of chrome, brushed, gold, black chrome, black and white
door furniture. So go on, be bold in your design!

The Beeston is a great and popular choice as either a front or back door and is the most common
option for a stable door.

The Windsor expertly complements
traditional and modern homes
Consider modern chrome handles and accessories, or conversely more traditional antique handles
and door knockers. There is also the option of 20 colours inside and out and a vast array of glass
options, which will have an impact on your final design. Go on, stand out from the crowd and
make this your very own door!

The Windsor is an inspired design that’s perfectly suited for either the traditional or contemporary
styled home.

The Ludlow is Solidor’s most popular
style of composite door
It's perfectly suited to both rich colours such as red and traditional woodgrain effects such as
rosewood. The two glazed panels can help shape the visual appearance of the overall door with
options ranging from the traditional diamond to the more contemporary abstract. There's also the
option of a solid door, which looks great in Irish Oak.

The Ludlow is based on a traditional door design and is our most popular style of door, with good
reason.

The Harlech composite door perfectly
suits Gable-ended residences
Like the Conway door, a bold doorknocker is recommended such as our Urn, Lion or even
traditional handmade ring design. Choose a strong colour such as black, green or blue and it may
be worth considering a contrasting frame colour such as foiled white, which has a subtle grain
through it.

The Harlech is a very popular choice for properties with gable end features, particularly where
there is a modern pitched porch to the frontage.

The Nottingham door contains two
traditionally styled arches
This is a unique design that can be tailored for a traditional appearance or even made for a fresh,
modern design through the stunning glass and colour options. Like the Harlech door, if you choose
a strong colour such as black, green or blue, it may be worth considering a contrasting frame
colour such as white to add a little vibrancy to the overall design.

The Nottingham is a particularly distinctive door that features two traditional arches for a softer
look.

The Stafford has a large central arch
as its centrepiece
The single arch emphasises the type of glass, from the traditional Diamond Lead to the detailed
Royale. There is even the option of several glass designs, which can be manufactured in several
colours including butterscotch, black and red for added elegance. Why not choose a woodgrain
finish and our traditional ironmongery range for a complete authentic look.

The Stafford is the second of our designs that feature an arch, in this case a large central one.

The Tenby composite door is available
solid or glazed

You can even specify just the top lights as glass for added light, with the remainder of the door
solid for privacy. Have a look at Irish Oak with an antique handle or go modern with a bold colour
and contemporary choice of glass design. Like all of our doors, there's a wealth of glass and door
furniture to choose from.

The Tenby is a timeless classic of a design, which can complement any home as a completely solid
or glazed option.

Doors from the Flint Cottage Range
are the perfect fit for British cottages
It's fast becoming the number one choice for homeowners with cottages, farmhouses or for those
looking for a side door option, thanks to its vertical paneled appearance. We have also added a
contemporary twist to the design with the introduction of single or triple diamond shaped glass
features to broaden its appearance. It's also proving a great option as a stable door.

The Flint is another one of our latest designs and has been inspired by living in the country.

Doors from the Thornbury Range will
give a classical entrance to your home

It's perfectly suited to lighter colours and pastel shades such as white, cream, Chartwell Green or
even Duck Egg blue. Given the understated design of the door, the choice of handle, letterbox and
knocker can make a real difference, as our pewter traditional ironmongery range shows with great
aplomb.

The Thornbury is one of the newest additions to the range and has been designed as a subtly
grained door to make an understated yet classical entrance to any home.

The Italia collection is Solidor’s most
luxurious composite door
The Italia Collection is quite simply the most luxurious range of composite doors in the UK market
today, which has been inspired by the Italian passion for design and style.

There are 19 exclusive designs, each with a range of
complementary solid stainless steel designer handles
and accessories. There's even the option of
handmade Warwick Glass, where two pieces are
never the same and also matching side panels. As
with any Solidor product, the Italia Collection reflects
outstanding product quality and attention to detail.
Composite doors never looked so good.

Stock Colours

Stock colours in addition to white.

Blue

Red

Black

Green

Schwarz
Braun

Duck Egg
Blue

Chartwell
Green

Irish Oak

Golden Oak

Rosewood

Anthracite
Grey

Cream

French Grey

Walnut

Rich
Aubergine

Golden
Sand

Peacock Blue

Painswick

Door Accessories

Further styles and colours are also available.

Lever Pad
Split Spindle

Cottage

Swan

Lever Lever

Avon
Slimline

LockLock

Monkey Tail

Yale Conexis

Classic Lever
Lever

Architectural
Lever Lever

Lever Lever
Split Spindle

Pull Knob

Octagonal
Pull Knob

Finger Pulls

Urn

Urn with Spy

Urn - Trojan

Urn + Spy Trojan

Pony Tail

Doctor

Premium
Doctor

Lion

Handmade
Ring

Teardrop
Knocker

Stainless
Steel

Classic Ring
Knocker

Architectural
Knocker

Door Viewer

Door Guard

Standard

Traditional

Classic

TS008

Architectural

Trojan

Glass Designs
A large selection of obscure glass types are also available.
ROYALE

SIMPLICITY

ETCHED SQUARES

LINEAR

DIAMOND BLACK

CFT 2.1

DIAMOND
BUTTERSCOTCH

DIAMOND RED

JEWEL

CALADONIAN
ROSE

CTB 12.3

CTB 17.1

CTB 19.1

DIAMOND LEAD

SQUARE LEAD

DORCHESTER

PARK LANE
BESPOKE

LONDON ETCH
BORDER

THE VICTORIAN

MATRIX

REFLECTIONS

ZINC ART STAR

QUAD BLACK

QUAD BLUE

QUAD RED

Glass Designs
A large selection of obscure glass types are also available.
BULLEYE

STAR BLACK

STAR CLEAR

TRIO SQUARE
BLACK

TRIO SQUARE
BLUE

CRL 2.1

TRIO SQUARE RED

TRIO SQUARE
GREEN

TRIO SQUARE
BUTTERSCOTCH

TRIO SQUARE SEA
GREEN

CLARITY

CTB 18.1

CTL 6.1

CTL 31.2B

CSB 5.1FT

BLINDS - OPEN

CGB-F

ELEGANCE

POTOMAC

PRAIRIE

MODENA

ABSTRACT

BRILLIANTE

CFT 2.2

CRL 2.3

